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A LARGE PRINT Bible Thatâ€™s Easy to Read Features include: â€¢ Complete text of the NIV

translationâ€•just like the one Mom and Dad use. Itâ€™s the perfect chance to embark on your own

Bible exploration. â€¢ Large-print type for easy reading â€¢ 30 color pagesâ€•of important Bible

scenes and other important information â€¢ Book introductionsâ€•tell you what each book is about

â€¢ Dictionary-concordanceâ€•helps you understand key Bible words â€¢ Color mapsâ€•help you see

where Bible events happened â€¢ Presentation pageâ€•for personalization and gift giving
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My 4 year pls loves having her own bible. She wants me to read it often so that's a blessing. I must

admit. I enjoy reading this bible better than my own because of the large text. Plenty of great pics

too

I'm so happy to get this Bible with larger print. It has really good reviews, too. All the other high rated

Kids Bibles have very small print font. This is one is just right for everyone and especially younger

kids.

Ponder this: The Best-Selling and yet Least-Read book of all time.I presented two of these "swords"

to my eldest sons. They love the large print, the full-color pictures and I would definitely recommend



these Bibles for any kids.

This is great, event for adults who are trying to understand the bible. It's easy to read, and the print

is larger. This should not just be marketed to children. It's perfectly fine for adults as well.

I have enjoyed the NIV Children's Bible for many years now. I have used it as my reading Bible

(without caring what other adults may think) as it is simple to understand, without losing the true

content and teaching of the adult NIV Bible.Psalm 121 is a prime example as it is just so beautiful

and clear, line upon line.This Discoverer's NIV is my newest purchase as I was looking for

something with a large print and on the Kindle it is brilliant. The one I have used over the years has

been replaced twice now as it was a paperback version, and the cover eventually deteriates and

comes lose, but it had larger than normal print and suited me perfectly.I highly recommend this one

to anyone who is wanting to buy their child or grandchild a Bible that is easy to understand, easy to

read and certainly still very much A BIBLE. It is not just written as a story book. It is written in the

normal Biblical format with chapters, verses etc and gives a child from 9 upwards a good grounding

in what to expect when they eventually decide they want a grown-up Bible. I say 9 as some children

at this age is able to read and if they do have a little difficulty in understanding, a parent is often

close by. I would go as far as recommending it for older folk too who require the large print as the

print is truly a wonderful size and if used on the Kindle, it is one of the best.

The Bible arrived in excellent condition and was a reasonable price. I added it to the Discoverer's

Bibles we use in a class. The children loved the pictures in this edition. Thanks very much.

THis book is very nice for young readers , the word font is perfect and large. great for school ! I

would reccomend this book :-)

I purchased this bible for my 3rd grader after reading many reviews of several different children's

bibles. It has a hard cover, large print and inviting bible scenes pictured throughout. My son is loving

his new bible, and has been choosing to read this bible on his own for his nightly reading.. What

more could a mom ask for?!!
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